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To brew really good beer at home in the kitchen is actually both easy
and fun – even for those who do not have any previous experience.
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itchen brewing is more similar to ordinary cooking than traditional
home brewing, and most of the equipment required you probably
already have at home in your kitchen. With a minimal amount of
effort you can soon boast your own really good kitchen-brewed beer.
Learn how to brew small volumes of a range of different beer styles, from fruity
IPA and lager with a grass aroma to a full-bodied porter and light lagers with
a good hoppy flavour. Using the basic techniques in the book around 20 beer
types are possible (and a bonus recipe of cider) and your own kitchen brewery
will soon be in full swing.
Jakob Nielsen and Mikael Zetterberg who run The little kitchen brewery want to
help people brew their own really tasty beer at home in the kitchen.
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